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CONCLUSIONS
The principal advantage of the cable load over commer-

cial loads is its much greater liniearity. Therefore, it is
specifically recommended for use in systems tests where
precise harmonic measuremenits are important. In genieral,
a cable load is practical and evein advantageous for use in
the HF, VHF, and UHF frequieiney ranges, provided that
power requirements at upper VHF and at UHF fre-
quencies are not too high. The iniherent simplicity of the
cable load allows it to be more readilv available than com-
mercial loads. A considerablv greater number of suppliers

stock cables rather than dummy loads. The majority of
cables found in the laboratory do niot conitain Copperwveld
or ferromagnetic Nichrome center conductors, anid thus ar e
suitable for linear dummy loads.
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Predicting the Magnetic Fields from

a Twisted-Pair Cable
J. RONALD M\IOSER, MEMBER, IEEE, AND RALPH F. SPENCER, JR., MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-A theory that predicts the magnitude of low-frequency
magnetic fields near a current-carrying twisted-pair cable is de-
veloped. By asymptotically expressing the theoretical results, it is
shown that the magnetic fields from a twisted-pair cable of pitch
distance p decrease exponentially with the radial distance from the
center of the cable. The asymptotically expressed result is verified
experimentally for a radial distance as large as (3/2)p. At such a
distance, the maximum fields from the cable are shown to be 50 dB
below that from a two-wire line (two parallel wires), even though
both the cable and the wire line are carrying the same amount of
current.

INTRODUCTION

THE TWISTED-PAIR (twisted-wire) cable has long
been used to localize stray magnetic fields of low

frequency. An extensive quantitative study of low-fre-
quency magnetic fields near a currenit-carrying twisted-
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pair cable has not appeared primarilY becatuse of thle
complexity of the fields. However, qualitatively, its be-
havior is reasonably well understood.
The need for a quantitative study of the twisted-pair

cable exists. In certain situations one must decide how
closely such a cable can be placed near othet cables without
sustaining an intolerable amount of interference. Quaniti-
tative prediction is becoming more importaint as systems
become more complicated and space becomes scarcer.
The twisted-pair cable can be represenited mathemati-

cally as a double helix, but the magnetic fields from the
helix cannot be described simply. Because the current
elements from the cable constitute a complicated spatial
orientation, it is hard to obtain a simple useful model for
such a cable. Alksne [1] did derive a modet, but it utilized
the following two assumptions that preeluided using it,
for practical interference predictions.

1) The pitch distance p is much greatei than the
radius a of the twisted pair. (This assumption was used to
justify neglecting the r and 0 components of the current
and hence the z component of the magnetic field. However,
experimental results have shown that a signiificant z
component of the magnetic field exists for- a twisted-pair
cable.)

2) The distanee from the axis of the twisted-pair cable r
is mueh greater than a. (This condition is niot necessaril-
true in practice.)
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It is the purpose of this paper to provide a method
without limitinig assumptions for a more accurate calcula-
tion of the magnetic fields from a twisted-pair cable and to
verify\- these fields experimentally.

THEORY OF THE TWISTED-PAIR CABLE

A realistic model for a twisted-pair cable is an infinitely
long bifilar helix1 (Figs. 1 and 2) that consists of two
helices having the same radius and pitch; the helices are
located 180 spatial degrees from each other. The electro-
miiagnietic fields for a single helix of infinite extent have been
caltculated by Sensiper [2]. In his calculations, he assumed
that: 1) the helical wire can be represented by an infinitesi-
mally thin current element, and 2) the effect of insulation
on the wire was negligible. Both assumptions are not
lim-itinig at the low frequencies of interest here.

Whieni Sensiper's2 calculations are followed, the magnetic
vectolpo)tential at low frequencies for the first helix A1 in
a cvlinidr ical coordiniate system is

A1(r. ) M_ i cot ' mE~ {-ja. [Im-l(?lm)Km-1 (?1m a)

- Im+1G(m)Km+1 (77m-)]

+ a0FIm-l(?jm)Kmj (q1m-)

L

+J.

t X .4 4=!tl -X

/ \ 4

~~~~~~~~~~~~~IX
+y

Fig. 1. Bifilar helix m-odel of twisted-pair cable. a-helix radius;
p helix pitch distance.
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X

+ Im+±(-qm)Km+l (fm )]

+ a, [2 tan'l*m(,qm)Km Gm a)

-x

eim[0- (2,r/p)z] r > a (1)

Where

a = helix radius
27ra

cotT = = q
p

i = helix current
I,, (XN. Km(X) = mth order modified Bessel functions of

first and second kinds, respectively
p = helix pitch distance
r = radial distance from axis of twisted-

pair cable
nm = m cot '1l = |mq|
,-o=free space permeability
T = h-elix pitch angle.

Fig. 2. Toup and side view s of bifilar helix model. a helix radius;
cot* = .2ro,p p helix pitch distance; helix pitch angle.

The magnetic vector potential for the second helix A2
can be derived from-i A,(i , 6. z) by substituting -i for +i
and by replacing 6 by 06t±r (or, equivalently, replacing z

by z i (p,2)). Mathematically, this procedure corresponds
to the onie used in the following equation:

I Thi- m)odel was sutggested by Dr. M. Kaplit, 1\oore School

of Electtical Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, in a private
cominmunication.

I Sensiper calculated the Hertzian electric potential instead of the

mag.nietic vector potential.

AJr. 60, Z) = -Ai(r, 0 + ir, z)

= - A1(r,0 z 4)p(
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The total magnetic vector potential produced by the
bifilar helix current is AT= A1 A2. Since 7j ,, =
I ,,(X) = I(X), and K-,,(-X) = K,(X), AT = arATr +
aOAT0 + aZAT,, where

ATr go cot mEI4t,f~ Km(hm~ArT= zoi 1,,, (-q2v, 1)K2nte (q2tm a)

-I2(m+1)(q72m+I)I,i.(7m, l )]

sin [(2,?Z + 1) (H - z)] ) > a (3)

A l cot '1" F1 7 -. )K2,,)

+ 0+)7r+ 2( a!(t7 )]

Cos L(2; -I+ 1) ( - 2)r9] , > a

and

AT, E 12mt/+1 (0'ttliJ)K-, (2+ -]
7r m=° a

cos [(2)-in + I ( - r2 > a.

(4)

(5)

The magnetic-field componei,t are found from B
V X AT, which yields the tollwiiitg results:

Br = - ( -) 2(2;o + 1) L }JI im+l(72m+i)

K2m+1. (772m+1 )+ 7 c(t 4 F1rn(2m±l)

* K2m (72m+1 ) + I,-' l)K2 m±I (727in+1 )]}

and

B o10 ~ (p/a)
'

BZ = TP E cot I I21,,(72r/ 1)K2,vt 1772m- I7rP m= (jr/a)L' al
+ 12(m+l) (2n,)K(il± 772(ti+1 )] F12r,,'(' -1)

r [ 72m+1 /f1). L- / )K2?+l t772m+1 -

2mn(p/a) / r\
+ K2, 772m+l +j 772,t-]-?(rla) aj

*[_ 2D+K2 +3 (22m+1 )

2(rm + l)(pla) ( )\j
+ (v a) K2(m+l) '.\772m-l j

(2m + l)(pla) K ( A
(rla) GTht-1 /

-I2 (,m+l1) (r72m+1)K2 (m+l ) (2rt1(

*cos [(2m + l) (0 - ), > o

CALCULATIONS
A conmputer program was written t( obtaiIn numerical

results for B, as a function of radial distance ti. The peak
amplitude of B, was seen to be an approximate exp:niiiential
function of r. As r increased, the approximatiorn beeanme
better.
The computer subroutine for calculating I(ac; aiid KW(")

was limited by ( < 88. For our calculations

( = (2m +1)q = (2m+1 <.I. S
a I'

or, equivalentlv,

(2m+1)r <

,9)

*sin [(2m + l) )J t' > a

Bo = -' (2inm + 1)'2 ct 1' I[2m ('q2,+l)
WP m= 0.

* K2m (772m+l )- ('7, lKI),±l) (772m+1 )]

+ 2I2m+l(72rn+1)

(2m + l)(p a) K2I
(r/a ) (r

t; J
a(

* cos [(2m + 1) ( - -)j1- > a

(6) As - increased and the exponenitial approxinmatn ni became
closer, fewer terms were included in the fiuial reCult.
Therefore, the first term (m = 0) appeared tot be the
dominant term. We set m = 0 and theIn sin [ - (27r p)z]
= 1 in (6) and used the asymptotic expressiotn f0or K(d)

1im K,(O) = F'e - 1l0)

Thereby, a closed form was obtaiined for the IazxiInilmm
radially directed flux density

B,(max) -2 {ri1I(q)
w r

+ q- [Io(q) + '2(Q) 47 "- (11)
p .qr

where the symbols are as defiined ini Figs,. I and( 2.
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For typical values of q, i.e., 1/20 < q < 2/3, Io(q) is the
dominant term, and (11) reduces to (MKS units)

B,(max) = H°-qIo(q)e-(2t/p)V/pr (12)

WVhen setting m = 0 anid then cos [( - (2-x/p)z] 1 in
(7) and (8), the same result applies for B,0(max) and
B,(max-). Realizing that for q . 2/3,

I() = I + (q;'2)1 + -(q/2)4 (q/2)6 + 114=I+q2)± (2!)21 (3!) 3

and takin-ig 20 loglo of both sides and arranging the terms
in order of descending importance, we obtained for the
ima-ximum flux densities

WIRE 1

r2

-0

B8
Fig. 3. Magnetic fields fronm two-wire line.

Br,O.Z&lax.) - 54. - 20 log10 (-)
p a

-30 log10 p - 10 loglo r + 9.8 (13)

wvhere

a = radius of helices in inches
B 0t2 maxi = maxinmm r, 0, or z directed magnetic flux

density per ampere of current in decibels
relative to 1 gauss

p - pitch distance of twisted-pair cable in
inches

= radial distance from axis of twisted-pair
cable in inches.

< -50-
U -30

0
o 0.

C 0 1/3 2/3 5/4 3/2
r p

Fig. 4. Comparisoin of imaximluImi radially directed flux densities
from twisted-pair cable of pitch p and two-wire line.

Frn i thie sinus)oidal maultipliers in (6)-(8), it is evident
that for B0 and B, mnaximnum, B, is minimum. Conversely,
for B0 antd BT minimaum, B, is maximum.

It is. interesting tovcompare the maximum fields from
the twisted-pair cable with those from a two-wire line.
Rathei thani ainalyze (6)-(8) in the limit as p -* ao, a
Inluch m-ore straightforward approach exists and is pre-
senited in the Appendix. The results of this approach are

r_ o Bt, a= O (4)jr(r2+ a) ir(r - a B

where the field values apply at the points shown in Fig. 3
anid where a is the half-wire spacing, center to center, and
r is the radial distance from the center of the wires.
By forming the ratio of B, from (12) and (14), we ob-

tained

B. twisted-pair cable) < 2 ,2 3 (2/p)r (15)
B..(two-wire line) p

which is valid withitn 10 percent for r > 3a and q < 2/3.
Fig. 4 is a graph of 20 log10 [B,(maximum twisted-pair

cable) 'B(two-wire line) l versus the ratio of radial distance
to pitch distance over the range of the variable r/p in (12),
for which experimental verification has been obtained (see
the following section).
To verify the numerical results, two 10-foot plastic rods

were m-;achin:e grooved to coincide with the model shown

in Fig. 1. One rod was 1 4 ilich
inch pitch length; the other rodl
and had a 6-inch pitch length.

in diameter and had a 3-
was 1/2 inch in diameter

EXPERRIMENTAL RESULTS
Each twisted-pair cable was formed by laying a no. 18

copper wire in each groove and then passing a known rms
level sinusoidal currentt through the cable.
The magnetic flux denisity wi-as measured with an AT-

207 1/2-inch-mean-diameter loop probe coupled into a
low-noise preamplifier and inarrow band analyzed with a
Hewlett-Packard model 302A wave analyzer. The re-
ceiving system was calibrated at each test frequency (1 to
10 kHz) with a Helmholtz e(:-il.

Figs. 5 and 6 are plots of experimentally obtained
Br,O,z(max) versus radial distanice r for each cable. Plots of
(13) and (14) are included inl these figures for comparison
with the experimentally obtained data. The experimental
data for Br and Bz agree well (over a limited range) with
(13), the asymptotically--expressed sharply truncated
version of (6) and (Sl. Agreement between experimental
data for B0, and (13) is not so close.

Apparently, for radial di.t-ances less than one third of a
pitch, the expressions for a two-wire line (14) approximate
the maximum field componienit B,(max) for a twisted-pair
cable more closely thani does (13). Of course, B2 cannot
strictly be approximated in this way since it does not
exist (at low frequencies) near the two-wire line. Agree-
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x -80
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O a -120\

-140 EQ. (13)

-160
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Fig. 5. Radial dista:nce from center of tnwisted-panr cable, where p
is 3 inches an-d a is 1 "S inch.

o BZ EXPERIMENTAL DATA
A B,j

A

C

4 5 6
INCHES

9 10

Fig. 6. Radial distance from center of twisted-paPli cable, where p
is 6 iniches and a iS 1 ,4 inclh.

ment between experimental data. and(i (Lita caleulaited for
B, and B, from (13) is good for the followninog range of the
variable r:

The lack of agreement between experimllenital d(ata forl
Bo and (13) is not considered important, siniee Rf tfiron
the experimental data) is the weakest of the tiree conm-
poneints.

CONCLUSION-S

It has beeni showin that the nmaximumttiii magnietic fltx
density from a twisted-pair cable decrealses exponientially
with radial distance from the cable accordling to the
approximate relationship

B(max) = f(g,o,q) -pcr

This result has been verified experimentallv +vlwithli a
somewhat limited range for the two dominant fiel(l comii-
ponents B, and B2. The field B(nax) is az critical funllctioni
of p; decreasing p (tighter twist) increases the rate of field
attenuation with r. At a radial distance equal to) 38 2 of
the pitch distance p, the maximum, field levels for B, and
B2 are 50 dB below the field fromn a two-wire line carrying
the same amount of current.

Experimenital results (verified in several inidepeindenlt
experimenits) show that generally it is niot possible to
observe the theoretical attenuation at greater distances
due to effects attributed to deviation from the theoretical
model of the actual model. These deviationis cani be, ex-
pected to be present in any practical installation.

For radial distances less than 1/3 the pitch dislance p
(in the region where the asymptotic expression for ti) -)
becomnes invalid), the maximuni fields can be caleula,ted
by using the equations for the magnetic field froml a tw-o-
wire line.

1 3

;p< I, 2)
(16)

Beyond this radius, the experimiientally obtaiined field
levels were generally well above the predicted levels, and
the sinusoidal variation w-ith z oir}) ino longet existed.
There are three possible reasoins fobr thlis (given in order of
decreasing likelihood), althougol none of the three could be
definitely established:

1) data affected more at larger radial distances by slight
variations in p aiid a along the twisted-pair cable.

2) data contaminiated by end effeets.
3) spurious leakage of field from eq(uipment building

reflections.
Possibly, since we were looking at sIliall differences in

relatively large fields, the retardation effects., which have
been neglected in deriving (6)(8) anId are. in fact, ex-

tremely small in the frequency railge of ititerest, accouiited
for the lack of agreement between thie experimeiltal aInd
the theoretical results. To check this, data were obtained
at 1 and 10 kHz, and it was fouind that differences between
the theoretical and the experimnental results were inde-
pendent of frequency withiin the frequeiicy rainge of
interest.

APPENDIX

CALCULATION OF A QUASISTATIC \MAGNETIC-FIELD
COMIPONENT GENERATED BY A TWO-WIRE LJIN-E

Consider the case when rIN << 1. The magnietic-field
component generated by a two-wire li.ne can be elculateti
usinlg Fig. 3. For a single wire at quasistatic freclutcl(is

fH-dl = i

CALCULATION OF Br

By- the rules of vector addition, it can be seen th-lat

Br = 2B, cos 0

but

a
Cos 0 == -(a2- ±2)-12

Therefore,

B, = 2 =
.101 +10 -2) 1/2

27rr, 271
1' 2 a2

-20

F =-u
,- CL
LU -4ZJE
0 - 60

' -80
UJ

0

Z e-100
D00

2
Z:E - - 120
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anid

AozaB, -= ot
7r(r2 + a2)

CALCULATION OF Be
By the rules of vector addition, it cail be seen that

Bo = B2-B1 = woi (1 _ 1 ) = poi r,-r_
27 i2 }l )r 'r1r2

and when r1 - a = r = r2 + a, we finid that

Bo = (/Aoia
w(l- a')
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